Super ACRONYM - Round 11
1. A 1985 jeans commercial prominently featuring this song prompted Motown to
re-release a version of it with a Levi's 501 logo on the record's sleeve. Queen Latifah's song
"Paper" is more or less a cover of this song. This song is heard as characters learn of Alex's
suicide at the beginning of The Big (*) Chill. The album Cosmo's Factory by Creedence
Clearwater Revival features an epic, 11-minute version of this song, which was a signature song
of the claymation group The California Raisins. Marvin Gaye recorded the best-known version
of, for 10 points, what R&B hit that describes learning how "not much longer will you be mine"?
ANSWER: I Heard It Through the Grapevine <Nelson>
2. In one appearance, this character is accused of reading a friend's mail, but defends doing
so by claiming that postcards are "fair game." Upon returning to her hometown, this
woman is delighted to see a marquee reading "we never forgot her" outside the Little
Theater. In her first appearance, this woman spends her wedding anniversary at a (*)
nightclub with a female friend. This former vaudeville performer is often called "honeybunch"
by a man she calls a "fat old goat," and is the best friend and landlady to a younger woman with
whom she briefly works at a candy factory. Vivian Vance portrayed, for 10 points, what wife of
Fred Mertz on I Love Lucy?
ANSWER: Ethel Mertz (prompt on "Mertz") <Nelson>
3. This actor played Clark, a follower of The Cause who worries about Freddie Quell's
super weird behavior in the 2012 film The Master. This man will portray Louis Dega
["Louie" DAY-gah] alongside Charlie Hunnam in an upcoming remake of the 1973 prison
break film Papillon [PAP-ee-YOHN]. In a remarkable instance of non-whitewashing, the
pharoah (*) Ahkmenrah [OCK-men-RAH] in the Night at the Museum movies was played by
this Egyptian-American actor, who is best known for playing a socially anxious Allsafe
Cybersecurity technician. For 10 points, name this large-eyed actor who won an Emmy in 2016
for playing Elliot Alderson in the TV series Mr. Robot.
ANSWER: Rami Malek [RAH-mee MAL-ek] (or Rami Said Malek) <Vopava>
4. This man was called "the best bang since the Big One" by a woman named Eccentrica.
This man ate a piece of fairy cake after becoming the only man to survive the Total
Perspective Vortex. This man's desire to improve at ski-boxing inspired the acquisition of
his third (*) arm. This figure is the subject of a short story in which he "plays it safe" and, in
another work, is cited as the inventor of the Pan-Galactic Gargle Blaster. This man uses a
meaningless political position to steal a vehicle equipped with an infinite improbability drive.
For 10 points, name this two-headed captain of the Heart of Gold in The Hitchhiker's Guide to
the Galaxy.
ANSWER: Zaphod Beeblebrox [ZAY-fod BEE-bul-brocks] (accept either underlined portion;
prompt on "Big Z") <Nelson>
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5. Description acceptable. A janitor named Pop Stubbins helped gather equipment for this
event, which occurred at the encouragement of Luther Gulick. The participants in this
event were described as "incorrigibles" who had recently caused two teachers to either
resign or be fired. Frank Mahan, who was part of this event, coined the eventual name for
it. The rules of the children's game (*) Duck on a Rock were incorporated into this event,
which had 13 rules and 18 participants. William Chase scored this event’s only point. A
Springfield, Massachusetts YMCA was the site of, for 10 points, what December 1891 event
organized by James Naismith?
ANSWER: the first basketball game (or reasonable equivalents describing the first game of
basketball in history; prompt on "basketball game" or similar) <Nelson>
6. One of these things is adorned with stars is the logo of the Lane Thomas Foundation.
Lane Graves, the 2-year-old killed by an alligator at Walt Disney World, will be
memorialized with a sculpture of one of these things. A boy named Jamie moves to Ireland
and lives on Muck Island in a book trilogy named for these things by Adrian McKinty. The
film Pete's Dragon featured the song (*) "Candle on the Water" which celebrated one of these
structures, one of which launches Booker DeWitt to Columbia near the start of BioShock Infinite.
The logo of Castle Rock Entertainment features, for 10 points, what type of maritime-aiding
building?
ANSWER: lighthouses (accept The Lighthouse Trilogy) <Vitello>
7. In one film, this character raises an orphan whom he trains to break windows that he
can be hired to fix. The first two films to feature this character were released two days
apart, beginning with Kid Auto Races at Venice. The final film to feature this character sees
him struggle to keep a factory job (*) before running away with Ellen Peterson. Scraps is the
title animal of a film featuring this character titled A Dog's Life. A Jewish barber often thought to
be this character appeared in a 1940 film in which his portrayer also parodied Adolf Hitler. A
bowler hat is worn by, for 10 points, what silent film character played by Charlie Chaplin?
ANSWER: The Tramp (accept The Little Tramp) <Nelson>
8. In the liner notes for an album featuring this song, a note claiming "we all just feel
horrible about this" appears in place of this song's lyrics. In reference to its performer's
love of the number 27, a line in this song references reaching the age of 26 (*) 1/2. Live
performances of this song add additional queries to an already lengthy experience in a donut
shop, which ends with the singer's face being covered in weasels. This song eventually states that
its singer just hates sauerkraut. The album Running With Scissors ends with, for 10 points, what
11-minute song by "Weird Al" Yankovic somewhat centered on a city in New Mexico?
ANSWER: Albuquerque <Nelson>
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9. Description acceptable. On Gravity Falls, a baby chewing on a toy block apparently
believes in this sentiment, according to closed captions for the show Baby Fights. This
sentiment titles a 2014 memoir by Courtney Robertson, who appeared on the 12th season
of The Bachelor. After Kenneth voices his disapproval of Liz's aggression in a season two
episode of 30 Rock, Liz expresses this sentiment in word-for-word unison with (*) Deborah
[duh-BOR-uh], an aggressive contestant on an episode of MILF Island. For 10 points, identify
this sentiment championed by many cutthroat reality TV stars, which is often followed by the
declaration, "I came here to win."
ANSWER: I didn't come here to make friends (accept any pretty close equivalent, such as I'm
not here to make friends, or any answer identifying a competitive strategy averse to
friend-making) <Vopava>
10. This man accuses his daughter of "two-timing" her husband with a "bloodsucker"
after watching a family friend sneak out of her window. This man's headstone bears the
fallacious but awesome epitaph "Died Tragically Rescuing His Family From The Wreckage
Of A Destroyed (*) Sinking Battleship." This man is forced to leave "the house on Archer
Avenue" after Henry Sherman discovers he is faking stomach cancer. At the beginning of a
certain film, this character explains his separation from his wife Etheline to his children Richie,
Chas, and Margo. Gene Hackman played, for 10 points, what deadbeat father in a namesake Wes
Anderson film?
ANSWER: Royal Tenenbaum (or Royal O'Reilly Tenenbaum; prompt on "Tenenbaum"; do not
prompt on or accept "The Royal Tenenbaums") <Vopava>
11. A set of books in this game spells out a hint on how to acquire a statue, which is done by
putting duck mayonnaise in a box. A casino owner in this game wears a sparkly black
outfit and sends the player on a quest to explore the Skull Cavern. Abigail, who runs a
store in (*) Pelican Town, is one of twelve characters that can marry this game's protagonist,
who inherits the title place from his grandfather. Eric Barone, who goes by ConcernedApe, is the
sole developer of this game, and was inspired by a series he felt had gotten "worse since Back to
Nature." For 10 points, name this Harvest Moon-esque farming game set in the title lowland.
ANSWER: Stardew Valley <Nelson>
12. Walter Fauntroy broke this event's color barrier in 1973. The Roll Call Trophy is
awarded to one of this game's participants any time one team has won a "best of 5 series"
since the last time it was awarded. This event's hall of fame has enshrined Bart Stupak,
Zach Wamp, and a bit less surprisingly, Steve (*) Largent. The 2016 winner of this event
snapped a seven-game losing streak when Tom Rooney hit a walk-off single. James Hodgkinson
greatly disrupted the 2017 iteration of this event by shooting at several of its participants,
including Steve Scalise. Nationals Park is home to, for 10 points, what annual game between
elected representatives?
ANSWER: the Congressional baseball game (accept reasonable equivalents that describe
congresspeople playing baseball) <Nelson>
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13. A documentary about this singer includes his cover of Warren Zevon's "Carmelita." At
birth, this singer's fanatically religious parents named him Jesus Christ. This man
repeatedly swore to commit suicide during a performance on Halloween, but routinely
failed to do so because he was usually in (*) jail at that time. This singer eventually died in
1993 after overdosing at Johnny Puke's apartment. Songs by this man include "Bite it You
Scum" and "Cunt Sucking Cannibal," both of which appeared in the documentary about him
titled Hated. The Scumfucs and the Murder Junkies played with, for 10 points, what notoriously
violent and gross punk rock singer?
ANSWER: GG Allin (accept Kevin Michael Allin) <Nelson>
14. Regardless of the situation he was in, this show's central figure often noted "I take all
challenges seriously." Towards the end of this show's run, Sal Iocono and Nancy Pimental
both appeared as co-hosts. People who committed the "cardinal sin" of this series were
required to wear a dunce cap. (*) That sin involved mistaking this show's rules for Jeopardy!'s.
The final round of this show was played using two soundproof booths, one of which was far
more luxurious than the other and reserved for this show's namesake. Jimmy Kimmel co-hosted,
for 10 points, what game show in which a former Nixon speechwriter gave away his paycheck?
ANSWER: Win Ben Stein's Money <Nelson>
15. This feature is referenced ironically by the sign above a subway car's doors in a 2002
commercial for Campbell's Chunky Soup. A "Mean Tweet" about this feature evokes the
image of a gender-segregated middle school dance. Sculptor Blair Buswell took four hours
to measure this feature that was included in its possessor's Pro Football Hall of Fame (*)
bust, despite Buswell advising his subject not to smile. A Reddit user approximated that 5.2
millimeters is the width of this feature, whose possessor once consulted a dentist about adjusting
it. For 10 points, name this feature in the mouth of a former New York Giants defensive end.
ANSWER: the gap between Michael (Anthony) Strahan's (front) teeth (accept (maxillary
central or upper) incisors for "teeth"; accept space or diastema for "gap"; prompt on partial
answers that do not include all three underlined elements or their clear-knowledge equivalents)
<Vitello>
16. This band's aversion to working with laptops led them to create a 9-foot, hexagonal
synthesizer nicknamed "the Blob." This band sings "I'm pulling your disguise up" and
asks "Are you free or are you tied up?" in their debut single "Animal." This band's logo
depicts the white silhouette of a (*) jackalope. A dancing Bond villain appears in the video for
this band's highest-charting single, in which they claim "I get a little bit" of the title figure. The
Roman number "III" titles an album by, and sort-of references the first word in the name of, for
10 points, what Swedish band behind "Genghis Khan," whose name includes a first name
containing an extra "i"?
ANSWER: Miike Snow <Vopava>
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17. Kourtney Kardashian cried "Hell to the no!" after her sisters made an account for her
on this website. An ad for this site begins by asking "Where's Jill?," while another sees a
man note how his BMW has "Corinthian leather" before he's splashed with mud. Jerry
Miller said that he founded this site after hearing a woman complain of men wanting to (*)
meet her "at 9 PM at Starbucks," a time when "she had to go to bed." An NBC Nightly News
segment on this site was titled "Seeds of Love." The phrase "You don't have to be lonely" begins
the jingle of, for 10 points, what rural dating site whose slogan is "City Folks Just Don't Get It!"?
ANSWER: FarmersOnly.com <Vitello>
18. This player's first top-flight club began starting him in place of Benoit Assou-Ekotto
[ben-WAH AH-soo eh-KOH-toh] and went winless in the first 24 games in which he played.
With that team, he was mentored by manager Harry Redknapp. Until Paul Pogba's move
to Juventus [yoo-VENT-us], this player's 2013 transfer was the (*) most expensive in history.
This player trademarked a goal celebration called the "eleven of hearts." This former
Southampton player scored a goal in each of his country's group games during Euro 2016, in
which his team stunningly reached the semi-finals. Tottenham Hotspur was the longtime team of,
for 10 points, what star for Real [ray-AHL] Madrid and Wales?
ANSWER: Gareth (Frank) Bale <Nelson>
19. Canadian artist Michael Comeau failed an audition to play himself in this film; in the
film, his character is said to "know everyone" at a party, "including you." This film's
protagonist wears a Billy Corgan-inspired t-shirt and drinks Coke Zero as part of a
numbering motif that (*) rises in value as this film progresses. A sloppy drawing of a face with
scribbles on top is made in this film by a character who asks others if they've seen "this one girl
with hair like this." A garage band in this film enters a tournament run by Gideon Gordon
Graves. For 10 points, name this 2010 comedy about a loser who must defeat Ramona Flowers's
"seven evil exes."
ANSWER: Scott Pilgrim vs. the World (prompt on partial answers) <Vopava>
20. In 2013 the elimination of Glenn Cosby from this series led to accusations that this show
held an anti-male bias. After several personalities left this show following its 2016 season,
its developers Love Productions added Prue Lieth as a judge. People on this show, which
has been filmed at Welford Park since 2014, are judged over three rounds, ending with the
(*) showstopper. In a 2014 incident on this show, Diana Beard may have deliberately sabotaged
Iain Watters, in a controversy dubbed "Bingate." An Extra Slice is a companion to this show,
which no longer employs Sue Perkins. Mary Berry recently left, for 10 points, what BBC
culinary competition?
ANSWER: The Great British Bake Off [or GBBO; accept The Great British Baking Show]
<Vopava>
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1. This film's title character is the older brother of Samantha, a dancer in the troupe Sparkle
Motion. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Richard Kelly film starring Jake Gyllenhaal as a boy interested in The Philosophy
of Time Travel.
ANSWER: Donnie Darko
[10] In Donnie Darko, Donnie's teacher, Ms. Pommeroy, notes how this pair of words is
considered "the most beautiful." The notion behind the beauty of this phrase is sometimes
credited to J.R.R. Tolkien.
ANSWER: cellar door
[10] In another memorable scene from Donnie Darko, Donnie argues that it was actually this
black-clad character and not Papa Smurf who created Smurfette.
ANSWER: Gargamel <Vitello>
2. With a time of 9.79 seconds, this man held the world record in the men’s 100 meters, albeit
temporarily. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this former Canadian sprinter whose use of stanazolol [stan-uh-ZOH-lahl] caused him
to forfeit his world record time and gold medal three days after his performance.
ANSWER: Ben(jamin Sinclair) Johnson
[10] This American was awarded the 1988 Olympic gold after Johnson's failed drug test. This
ten-time medalist in track and field was dubbed the "Olympian of the Century" by Sports
Illustrated in 1999.
ANSWER: Carl Lewis (accept Frederick Carlton Lewis)
[10] This European sprinter tested positive for pseudoephedrine at the Seoul Olympics, but he
was never punished and ended in second place after Johnson's disqualification. He later won gold
in the same event in 1992.
ANSWER: Linford (Cicero) Christie <Vitello>
3. For 10 points each, answer the following about 2017's One Love Manchester concert:
[10] The event was organized by and featured this artist, who who sang that "somethin' bout you
/ Makes me wanna do things that I shouldn't" in her song "Dangerous Woman."
ANSWER: Ariana Grande [GRAHN-day] (accept Ariana Grande-Butera)
[10] This British girl group that includes Perrie Edwards performed their song "Wings" at the
concert. Their other hits include "Black Magic" and "Shout Out to My Ex."
ANSWER: Little Mix
[10] Early in the show, Robbie Williams was too overwhelmed to complete this ballad, one of
his biggest solo hits. In this song, Williams notes that when he feels that "love is dead," he loves
the title entities "instead."
ANSWER: Angels <Vitello>
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4. In this song, "one, two, three, four girls" emerge from a hole, "lookin' 'round / Like a bunch of
Punxsutawney Phils." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song about women liberated from a cult that joyfully declares, "They alive,
dammit! It's a miracle!" and remarks, "Females are strong as hell."
ANSWER: Unbreakable (or the theme song for Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt)
[10] "Unbreakable" is performed in the style of the "Bed Intruder Song" and other auto-tuned
"Songify the News" videos created by these YouTube celebrities.
ANSWER: The Gregory Brothers (accept Schmoyoho)
[10] The Gregory Brothers' "Bed Intruder Song" is taken from an interview with this man, who
parlayed his internet fame into a role in A Madea Christmas and numerous talk show
appearances.
ANSWER: (Kevin) Antoine Dodson <Vopava>
5. The makers of this game franchise released a 2015 "party pack" whose games include Drawful
and Lie Swatter. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this series that brands itself as an "irreverent quiz show party game." Features of this
game franchise include rapid-fire DisOrDat questions and bizarre prizes that are awarded for
finding the "Wrong Answer of the Game."
ANSWER: You Don't Know Jack
[10] Recent editions of You Don't Know Jack have been "hosted" by this delightful fictional
character voiced by Tom Gottlieb.
ANSWER: Cookie Masterson (accept either underlined portion)
[10] After finding the "Wrong Answer of the Game" in You Don't Know Jack, one of these
animals appears on screen. In various Legend of Zelda games, Link can royally piss off these
animals but cannot kill them.
ANSWER: chickens (accept roosters or Gallus gallus; prompt on "Cucco(s)") <Vitello>
6. According to some accounts, this planet was destroyed on Gary 71st, 45-7, or roughly
sometime in 1985 according to Earth's calendar. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this planet that was located six parsecs past the Hydra-Centaurus Supercluster. While
following an amateur radio signal, one of its residents crash landed into a suburban home.
ANSWER: Melmac
[10] Gordon Shumway is the real name of this Melmackian, a cat-eating sitcom character voiced
by the puppeteer Paul Fusco.
ANSWER: ALF ["alph"] (accept Alien Life Form)
[10] On the season four episode "Live and Let Die," this family cat of the Tanners passes away,
having survived ALF's many attempts to eat it. Early in the series, ALF tries to hypnotize this cat
into thinking it was a bagel.
ANSWER: Lucky (the Cat) (do not accept or prompt on "Lucky II") <Vitello>
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7. In 2016, both of the main versions of this award were given to Jordy Nelson. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this award, which Nelson won more than a year after tearing his ACL in a preseason
game. There are separate awards of this type from the AP and PFWA, though they tend to award
it to the same people.
ANSWER: Comeback Player of the Year
[10] The AP stopped awarding a Comeback Player of the Year award for 30 years, until it was
revived and given to this man in 1998. This player may be best known for a play he made while
at Boston College.
ANSWER: Doug Flutie [FLOO-tee] (or Douglas Richard Flutie)
[10] This Marshall alum is, impressively, the only player to win the Comeback Player of the
Year award twice, doing so in 2006 and 2008. This quarterback retired as the NFL's all-time
leader in completion percentage.
ANSWER: Chad Pennington (or James Chadwick Pennington) <Nelson>
8. Peg-Leg Pete attempts to kidnap Minnie Mouse in this short film, whose title exclamation is
made by an annoyed car horn. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Disney animated short that sees Mickey burst from a flat, black-and-white
cartoon into a colorful 3D rendered environment. It accompanied the film Frozen.
ANSWER: Get a Horse!
[10] Get a Horse! marked the first appearance of this Disney character in a film in over 85 years.
Disney created Mickey after losing the rights to this similar character to Universal.
ANSWER: Oswald the Lucky Rabbit
[10] Get a Horse! was also the first theatrical animated short to feature Mickey Mouse since
Runaway Brain, a surprisingly macabre short that was attached to this 1995 film about the
teenaged dog Max and his ubiquitous father.
ANSWER: A Goofy Movie (do not accept or prompt on "Goof Troop") <Vitello>
9. This song describes an inanimate object "who watches over you," before asking the listener to
make the title structure. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this single from the album Flood which is told from the perspective of a nightlight
that wants to be "the only bee in your bonnet."
ANSWER: Birdhouse in Your Soul
[10] A few other songs from They Might Be Giants' album Flood appeared in the TV series Tiny
Toon Adventures. This song, which was set to a wrestling match on the show, asks "what's he
like" of the title figure, prompting the response "it's not important."
ANSWER: Particle Man
[10] Despite seeming like the exact sort of thing They Might Be Giants would write, this other
song from Flood about a city in Turkey is actually a cover of a tune by The Four Lads.
ANSWER: Istanbul (Not Constantinople) <Vitello>
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10. For 10 points each, answer the following about works in which God is portrayed as a woman:
[10] The end of Kevin Smith's Dogma includes a cameo by this singer of "Head Over Feet" and
"Hand In My Pocket" as a female God, who is also a hardcore skeeball enthusiast.
ANSWER: Alanis (Nadine) Morissette
[10] Marianne Faithfull had several delightful appearances as God on this British TV show,
which stars Jennifer Saunders as the middle-aged and trend-obsessed Edina Monsoon.
ANSWER: Absolutely Fabulous (prompt on "Ab Fab")
[10] The singer insists "Tell me all your thoughts on God, 'cause I'd really like to meet her" in
this song by one-hit wonder Dishwalla.
ANSWER: Counting Blue Cars <Nelson>
11. This man was fired from the The Celebrity Apprentice after failing to make enough money
from selling the art he was tasked with creating. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this man, who was convicted of tax evasion a few years after winning the first season
of Survivor.
ANSWER: Richard Hatch
[10] Besides earning one million dollars for his win on Survivor, Hatch also received one of
these hideous midsize crossover vehicles, which were heavily marketed in the first season of
Survivor. This model was replaced by the "Torrent" in 2005.
ANSWER: Pontiac Aztek (prompt on just "Pontiac")
[10] Hatch also appeared on the final season of this NBC reality show, which has frequently
co-starred the personal trainers Bob Harper and Jillian Michaels.
ANSWER: The Biggest Loser <Vitello>
12. After Willoughby is mysteriously called off the mound in this film, the rest of his team is
informed that he is actually 30 years old. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2016 ensemble comedy set in 1980 about the rowdy, uber-masculine lifestyles of
the Southeast Texas Cherokees college baseball team. It is a spiritual successor of sorts to Dazed
and Confused.
ANSWER: Everybody Wants Some!!
[10] Glen Powell, who played the blond-mustached horn-dog Finn in Everybody Wants Some!!,
was significantly less skeevy as John Glenn in this 2016 historical drama.
ANSWER: Hidden Figures
[10] This actor played hard-nosed team captain Glen McReynolds, who can split pitched
baseballs with an axe. He also starred as Derek on Teen Wolf and Superman in the series
Supergirl.
ANSWER: Tyler Hoechlin [HECK-lin] (or Tyler Lee Hoechlin) <Vopava>
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13. Several storylines have depicted generic villains being transformed into "commandos" based
on this character. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this comic book villain, the monstrous, winged alter-ego of scientist Kirk Langstrom.
He first appeared in Detective Comics #400.
ANSWER: Man-Bat
[10] Man-Bat Commandos are depicted a few different times during this generally unpopular
reboot of the entire DC Comics' universe, which began in 2011. The poor reception of this
initiative led to the "Rebirth" in 2016.
ANSWER: The New 52
[10] During The New 52, the Man-Bat Commandos were made by Talia, the daughter of this
assassin and foe of Batman whose name is derived from the Arabic for "head of the demon."
This man has sustained an extended lifespan via Lazarus Pits.
ANSWER: Ra's al Ghul (accept either underlined portion) <Vitello>
14. While the precise identity of this thing has never been confirmed, rapper Treach explains that
it's "not that simple" and that it's "five little letters." For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this thing, whose real meaning is eluded to in a verse claiming "I'll take it frame by
frame it." In a later verse, it is jokingly said to mean "property."
ANSWER: the meaning of the second "p" in the abbreviation O.P.P. (from the song "O.P.P.")
(accept last or other synonyms in place of "second")
[10] The mystery of the second "p" in "O.P.P." was established by a namesake song by this rap
group whose other songs include "Hip Hop Hooray."
ANSWER: Naughty by Nature
[10] The music of "O.P.P." heavily samples this 1970 hit, which prominently features a different
set of letters.
ANSWER: ABC <Nelson>
15. In the 1920s, the German film industry produced a number of iconic horror films. For 10
points each:
[10] The shadow of Max Schreck's Count Orlok climbing a flight of stairs is one of several
iconic scenes from this 1922 film, which was an unauthorized adaptation of Dracula.
ANSWER: Nosferatu
[10] In this 1920 silent film by Robert Wiene [VEE-nuh], the title figure is revealed to be an
asylum director and not, as imagined by an inmate, a mountebank who keeps a sleepwalking
figure in a box.
ANSWER: The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
[10] Paul Leni directed a 1924 film about a writer's visit to one of these places, where he sees
depictions of Ivan the Terrible and Jack the Ripper. Vincent Price starred in a 1953 film set in
another of these places.
ANSWER: wax museum (accept Waxworks or House of Wax or reasonable equivalents)
<Nelson>
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16. This man was voted the NBA's Most Improved Player in 2017 and, in an NBA first, finished
in the top 20 in the league in all five major offensive categories. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Greek-born player of Nigerian descent for the Milwaukee Bucks.
ANSWER: Giannis Antetokounmpo [YAH-niss AN-ten-toh-KOOM-poh]
[10] In 2017, Antetokounmpo became the first Milwaukee Bucks player to make an NBA
All-Star team's roster since this guard, who played with the Bucks for 11 seasons. In 2002, this
player hit 8 three-pointers in a quarter, a record that Klay Thompson broke in 2015.
ANSWER: Michael (Wesley) Redd
[10] Antetokounmpo's Greek national team failed to make the Rio Olympics after a loss in
qualifiers to this country. This country lost the gold medal game against the 1992 Dream Team.
ANSWER: (Republic of ) Croatia (or Republika Hrvatska) <Vitello>
17. For 10 points each, answer the following about the hottest commodity in board game
history--wheat!
[10] In the original Settlers of Catan, wheat is required to build and purchase all improvements
except this one, which is used to connect varying settlements.
ANSWER: road segment
[10] Wheat, flax, barley, soybeans, and other incredibly thrilling commodities are traded in this
family board game, first published in 1904, that features an iconic orange bell.
ANSWER: Pit
[10] Players start out with a Wheat Field and a Bakery in this dice-rolling, city-building Japanese
card game. This game's Harbor Expansion, released in 2012, lets players get money from tuna
boats.
ANSWER: Machi Koro <Vopava>
18. On The Big Bang Theory, this comedienne played Lucy, a socially awkward girl who ditches
Raj during a date by sneaking out a bathroom window. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this woman who voices Sadie Miller, an employee at the Big Donut on Steven
Universe. She hosts a stage show titled "Playin' with" her last name.
ANSWER: Kate Micucci [mih-COO-chee]
[10] Micucci's voice acting credits include portraying Daisy, a tech-savvy bunny on this PBS
Kids series. This cartoon's title feline often exclaims "Tally Ho!" when embarking on adventure.
ANSWER: Nature Cat
[10] Micucci may be best known as half of this musical duo that she forms with Riki Lindhome,
which briefly had its own IFC series and is named for the "lesser" halves of two other duos.
ANSWER: Garfunkel and Oates <Vitello>
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19. The ivy on Wrigley Field's outfield walls was planted at the suggestion of this man. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this longtime baseball executive, who may be best known for orchestrating ill-fated
publicity stunts like Disco Demolition Night.
ANSWER: Bill Veeck ["veck"] (or William Louis Veeck Jr.)
[10] Disco Demolition Night, as well as a game in which the home team wore shorts, were part
of Bill Veeck's tenure as the owner of this team that played in Comiskey Park.
ANSWER: Chicago White Sox (prompt on "Chicago" or "Sox")
[10] As owner of the St. Louis Browns, Veeck signed this 3-foot, 7-inch player for a single
game, in which he wore the uniform number 1/8 ["one eighth"]. In his single appearance, this
shortest Major Leaguer in history drew a four-pitch walk.
ANSWER: Eddie Gaedel [guh-DEL] (or Edward Carl Gaedel) <Nelson>
20. This song's chorus rhymes the lyrics "Hello Daddy, Hello Mom" with the title explosive. For
10 points each:
[10] Name this song originally recorded by the all-female punk band the Runaways.
ANSWER: Cherry Bomb
[10] "Cherry Bomb" was co-written by this performer and member of The Runaways, who
recorded a later version of the song with her band, the Blackhearts. She sang how she's "never
been afraid of any deviation" in her song "Bad Reputation."
ANSWER: Joan Jett (or Joan Marie Larkin)
[10] This guitarist for The Runaways went on to have a successful solo career, releasing the
songs "Kiss Me Deadly" and "Shot of Poison."
ANSWER: Lita (Rossana) Ford <Vitello>

